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Using variable-temperature neutron powder diffraction measurements, we show that the two quartz-like metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) deuterium indium(III) terephthalate and zinc(II) isonicotinate exhibit anisotropic positive and negative thermal expansion (PTE/NTE) behaviour. Whereas in the former the NTE response is uniaxial—occurring along the hexagonal crystal axis—this behaviour is inverted in the latter such that PTE occurs along the hexagonal axis and NTE is found in the entire plane of perpendicular directions. We show that this inversion of mechanical response can be explained on geometric grounds alone; specifically, we identify a critical framework geometry that demarcates a switch from linear to area NTE response. Extending this analysis to other common MOF topologies, we establish a generic predictive approach for establishing the dimensionality of NTE (or, by extension, negative compressibility) responses in a large range of different framework systems. Our analysis suggests that framework geometry plays a crucial role in determining the mechanical response of framework materials which show anisotropic responses via hinging.

1. Introduction

Anomalous mechanical responses such as negative thermal expansion (NTE), negative linear compressibility (NLC) and auxetic behaviour are highly desirable targets in the design of new materials with advanced properties. For example, NTE—whereby a material contracts upon heating—can be used to produce thermal-expansion-adjustable composites for application in diffraction gratings and optical fibres. Likewise, NLC and auxetic responses are attractive mechanics in the development of high-performance pressure sensors, and artificial muscles. NLC involves expansion in one direction upon uniform compression and is related to auxetic behaviour. The latter entails lateral contraction under axial compression, as occurs in materials with a negative Poisson’s ratio (NPR) [Fig. 1(d)].

In the field of engineering, specific beam structures—such as the “honeycomb”, “re-entrant honeycomb” and “wine-rack” networks—are known to exhibit these negative responses. For each of these systems, it is now well-established that it is not only the connectivity of the network but the angles between connecting beams (i.e. network geometry) that are crucial in determining mechanical response. For example, the specific geometry of a honeycomb net determines whether the system has a positive or negative Poisson’s ratio [Fig. 1(d)].

† Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Rietveld refinements, atomic coordinates, lattice parameter data and framework angle derivation. See DOI: 10.1039/c3ce42165a
From a materials chemist’s perspective, it is tempting then to begin exploiting the role of network geometry within framework design, so that new structures with desirable intrinsic functionalities can be targeted. To date, much of the design focus has been concerned with systematic variation in network composition or network topology. For example, tailoring of mechanical behaviour has been achieved by (i) transition metal substitution in formate-based metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) and Prussian blue analogues, and (ii) exploiting different topologies in zeolitic imidazolate frameworks and transition metal terephthalates (MIL family). Yet the enormous structural diversity found in MOFs offers an attractive opportunity to explore not just the roles of chemistry and topology, but also the way in which framework geometry affects mechanical response. Such a strategy might help establish whether in framework materials work geometry affects mechanical response. Such a strategy of chemistry and topology, but also the way in which framework engineering beam structures—even the angles between network linkers can play a dominant role in determining anomalous negative responses such as NTE and NLC.

Our approach is to study two MOFs with the same topology but with contrasting geometries: zinc(II) isonicotinate, Zn(ISN)₂ (ISN = isonicotinate, or pyridine-4-carboxylate), and deuterium indium(III) terephthalate, InD(BDC)₂ (BDC = 1,4-benzene dicarboxylate or terephthalate) [Fig. 2]. In both cases, their hexagonal framework structures are described by a set of tetrahedral nodes (Zn²⁺ or In³⁺), linked via molecular anions (ISN⁻ or BDC⁻) to form doubly-interpenetrated quartz nets. The differing geometry is evident in a marked contrast in c/a ratios that arises from the intraframework angles. Using variable-temperature diffraction measurements, we determined the thermo-mechanical response of these two MOFs. We find that geometric differences are actually sufficient to invert the response in the two frameworks. On heating, Zn(ISN)₂ contracts in the (a,b)-plane and expands along the c-axis, whereas InD(BDC)₂ expands in the (a,b)-plane but contracts along the c-axis. Not only do we identify these potentially useful NTE responses, but we show that the inversion in anisotropy between the two materials can actually be rationalised purely in terms of a simple geometric formalism. Our study concludes with a discussion of how our analysis might be generalised to other framework topologies, and predicts a similar switch from uniaxial to area-NTE (or NLC) in a number of topical MOF families.

2. Methods

Variable-temperature neutron powder diffraction experiments were carried out as part of a broader study into the interplay between the dynamics and flexibility of MOFs and hence deuterated MOFs were synthesised. A polycrystalline sample of zinc(II) isonicotinate was prepared by mixing stoichiometric quantities of Zn(CH₃COO)₂·2H₂O (Sigma Aldrich, 98%) and isonicotinic-d⁴ acid (QMx, 98% D) dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide (Sigma Aldrich, 99.5%). The white polycrystalline precipitate which was formed was filtered, washed and dried in vacuo (100 °C, 24 h) in order to remove solvent from the framework pores.

Deuterium indium(III) terephthalate was prepared via hydrothermal synthesis. InCl₃ (Sigma Aldrich, 99.999%) and terephthalic-d⁴ acid (Sigma Aldrich, 98% D) were dissolved in dimethylformamide (Sigma Aldrich, 99.9%) and left stirring for 24 h. A small quantity of insoluble impurities was removed by filtration. D₂O (Sigma Aldrich, 99.9% D) was added to the solution over gentle heating (60 °C) to allow H⁺/D⁺ exchange of mobile protons. The solution was then placed in a 300 ml Teflon-lined bomb and heated in an oven at 160 °C for 3 days. The white polycrystalline gel so formed was isolated by filtration, washed and dried in vacuo (100 °C, 24 h) in order to remove solvent from the framework pores.

Working within a glovebox, the dried samples (ca. 2 g) were ground and transferred to vanadium cans suitable for neutron scattering measurements. In practice we found evidence that some solvent remained within each framework (see ESI†); throughout our manuscript the notation Zn(ISN)₂ and InD(BDC)₂ should be taken to mean Zn(ISN)₂·{guest} and InD(BDC)₂·{guest}.

Neutron powder diffraction data were collected on warming at temperatures of 10 K, 50 K and then at intervals of 50 K up to 300 K for Zn(ISN)₂ and InD(BDC)₂ using the time-of-flight...
difficult to determine the published models as a starting point. For Zn(ISN)₂, Zn(ISN)₂ and 1.5 g of InD(BDC)₂, prepared as described above, were each placed within cylindrical vanadium cans of 8.3 mm diameter and 6 cm height. Both cans were loaded at room temperature inside a closed cycle helium refrigerator and the temperature was lowered to 10 K for the start of the measurement.

The experimental diffraction profiles were fitted using the TOPAS refinement program (Topas Academic Version 4.1) using the published models as a starting point. For Zn(ISN)₂, atomic coordinates of the isonicotinate ligand were refined using rigid body constraints in order to minimise the number of refineable parameters; likewise a single set of anisotropic thermal parameters was refined for all atoms in the isonicotinate group. The zinc atom coordinates were kept fixed due to its special position in the (x,y)-plane, and the lack of unique origin along the z-axis, while an isotropic displacement parameter was freely refined. For InD(BDC)₂, atomic coordinates of the terephthalate moiety were refined using a combination of rigid body constraints and distance restraints, and a single set of isotropic thermal parameters was refined for all atoms in the terephthalate group. The indium atom coordinates were kept fixed due to it being on a special position in all crystallographic directions, while an isotropic displacement parameter was freely refined. Rietveld fits are provided as ESI, as well as additional discussion regarding the incomplete desolvation of the frameworks, which we show does not affect the results of our analysis.

3. Results

Our variable-temperature neutron powder diffraction patterns of perdeuterated samples of Zn(ISN)₂ and InD(BDC)₂ could be fitted using the structural models reported in ref. 30 and 31. In these papers, two different crystal symmetries have been proposed for Zn(ISN)₂: namely, P3₁ and P6₃. We have used the P6₃ model of ref. 31 as our refinements did not show any evidence of symmetry lowering; representative Rietveld fits are given as ESI. Relative changes in the lattice parameters extracted from these fits are shown in Fig. 3. These data are fitted using an empirical equation of the form

\[ \ell(T) = \ell_0 + \alpha \ell(T + T_c)^\beta, \]

which helps capture the nonlinearity at low temperatures. The slope of these fits corresponds to the expansivities along the different crystal axes, and is quantified by the coefficient of thermal expansion \( \alpha = \frac{d(\ln \ell)}{dT} \). The values of \( \alpha_a \) and \( \alpha_c \) extracted using linear fits to these data are given in Table 1, while the expansivities calculated using the derivative of eqn (1) are shown in Fig. 3. The magnitudes of these coefficients of thermal expansion are often large with respect to oxide-based frameworks (cf. \( \alpha = -9.1 \text{ MK}^{-1} \) in ZrW₂O₆; ref. 38), but are consistent with the extreme values increasingly observed for MOFs. The volume expansivities are not especially large because the positive thermal expansion (PTE) in one direction is always balanced by NTE in another direction. The fundamental difference between the two systems is that this NTE is observed along different axes: Zn(ISN)₂ exhibits biaxial NTE in the (a,b)-plane (area expansivity \( \alpha_a = 2\alpha_c = -21.8(10) \text{ MK}^{-1} \)), and InD(BDC)₂ displays uniaxial NTE along the c-axis (\( \alpha_c = -35(2) \text{ MK}^{-1} \)). Actually, biaxial NTE is a rare phenomenon having been reported in just a handful of materials: the few examples include \((S,S)-\text{octa}-3,5-\text{diyn}-2,7-\text{diol})\).
the MOF Cu-SIP-3,43 Ni(CN)2,44 Zn(4-(1H-naphtho[2,3-d]imidazol-1-yI)benzoate)2,44 and silver tricyanomethanide.45

Throughout the large and contrasting responses of Zn(ISN)2 and InD(BDC)2 to changes in temperature, we find that the distance \( r \) between connected metal centres remains essentially constant [Fig. 4(a)], i.e. covalent bond lengths are conserved. Instead the structural changes are dominated by large variations in framework angles. There are three unique framework angles in the \( \beta \)-quartz topology \([\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3]\) in Fig. 4(a)] that are related to each other in a complex manner (see ESI†). The change in these framework angles with temperature can be quantified in a similar way to lattice expansivities by denoting

\[
\alpha_\theta = \frac{1}{\theta} \frac{d\theta}{dT}
\]  

(2)

The magnitudes of the \( \alpha_\theta \) can be very much larger than \( \alpha_\rho \) (Table 1), supporting the interpretation that geometric flexing of the framework dominates the bulk lattice parameter evolution [Fig. 4(b)]. A similar hinging mechanism has been observed in many other MOFs.37,39,41,46,47 The switch in sign of the lattice expansivities between the two frameworks is seen also in the signs of the \( \alpha_\theta \). Yet in both cases the PTE outweighs the NTE observed, and therefore there is an overall positive volume thermal expansion; i.e. \( \alpha_\rho > 0 \).

We proceed now to show that the switch from uniaxial to biaxial NTE can be explained purely on geometric grounds. We use as our basis the pair of observations that \( \alpha_\rho \approx 0 \) and \( \alpha_\rho \) is positive. Our starting point is to define the linking vector \( \mathbf{r} \)—which represents the M–ligand–M unit of the framework—in terms of the lattice vectors \( \mathbf{a}, \mathbf{b}, \mathbf{c} \): in the case of Zn(ISN)2 and InD(BDC)2 we have

\[
\mathbf{r} = \frac{1}{2} \mathbf{a} + \frac{1}{2} \mathbf{b} + \frac{2}{3} \mathbf{c}
\]  

(3)

The magnitude of this vector

\[
\mathbf{r} \equiv \sqrt{\frac{a^2}{4} + \frac{4c^2}{9}}
\]  

(4)

corresponds to the unique metal–metal distance plotted in Fig. 4(a).† Taking the variation in \( \mathbf{r} \) with \( T \) to be small (i.e. \( \alpha_\rho = 0 \)) we have the constraint

\[
\alpha_\rho = 0 \approx \frac{1}{r} \frac{dr}{dT}
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{r^2} \left[ \frac{\alpha_\theta^2 a^2 + 4c^2}{4} \right]
\]

(5)

and hence

\[
\alpha_\rho = -\frac{9}{16\rho^2} \alpha_\theta
\]  

(6)

where \( \rho = \frac{c}{a} \). It follows that \( \alpha_\theta \) and \( \alpha_\rho \) must have opposite signs, and that the magnitude of one fixes the magnitude of the other for any given value of \( \rho \). In hexagonal systems, \( \alpha_\rho = 2\alpha_\theta + \alpha_\rho \), and so the constraint \( \alpha_\rho > 0 \), taken with the relationship established in eqn (6), gives the crucial inequality

\[
\alpha_\rho \geq \alpha_\theta \left[ 2 - \frac{9}{16\rho^2} \right] > 0.
\]  

(7)

The importance of this equation is that \( \alpha_\theta \) is predicted to be negative for values \( \rho < 0.53 = \rho_{\text{crit}} \) and positive whenever \( \rho \) is larger than this value. In other words, the geometry of the network determines whether NTE is shown within the \((a,b)\)-plane (\( \rho \leq \rho_{\text{crit}} \)) or along the \( c \)-axis (\( \rho > \rho_{\text{crit}} \)).

The experimental values of \( \rho \) for Zn(ISN)2 and InD(BDC)2 are given in Table 2, from which it is clear that these two frameworks lie on either side of the value of \( \rho_{\text{crit}} \) determined above. Consequently, the reversal of anisotropic response to
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(a) Thermal variation in the M–ligand–M linker distance \( r \) and corresponding framework angles \( \theta_i \) as a function of temperature. The inset figure shows the location of the angles within the framework structure. (b) Schematic representation of the Zn(ISN)2 and InD(BDC)2 nets. Here ligands are omitted and instead rods indicate the connectivity of the framework. The arrows indicate the direction of expansion or contraction and the linking \( \mathbf{r} \) vector is indicated on both structures.

†We note that while there is no unique choice amongst the symmetry-equivalent vectors \( \mathbf{r} \) taken to describe the M–ligand–M linkages in these frameworks, the magnitude of any such vector is identical and is given by eqn (4).
temperature has no real chemical origin, but is a function of geometry alone. Making use of the experimental values of $\alpha_V$ known for Zn(ISN)$_2$ and InD(BDC)$_2$, eqn (7) allows calculation of the coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) for differing lattice geometries $\rho$ [Fig. 5]. The observed experimental values of CTE for Zn(ISN)$_2$ and InD(BDC)$_2$ are shown as points at the corresponding $\rho$ values, the difference between these points and the calculated lines of CTE reflects the subtle change in the magnitude of $r$ as a function of temperature (which is not accounted for in the above analysis). Hence, if $\alpha_r$ is sufficiently large, it may negate any geometry-driven response. For completeness, we note that the divergence in calculated $\alpha$ values evident near $\rho = \rho_{\text{crit}}$ reflects the fact that geometric flexing of a framework with $\rho = \rho_{\text{crit}}$ actually results in zero volume change (to first order). Consequently the magnitude of uniaxial expansivities required to give a nonzero volume coefficient of thermal expansion diverges at this point. In practice what this means is that the mechanical response of materials with $\rho = \rho_{\text{crit}}$ will not be dominated by geometric flexing, but rather by an intrinsic response of the constituent framework linkers. Nevertheless the design strategy of choosing materials with values of $\rho$ very close to $\rho_{\text{crit}}$ may be a useful approach for identifying candidate compounds with extreme linear coefficients of thermal expansion.

We anticipate that this type of geometric analysis may find application in predicting the mechanics of many flexible framework materials, where the changes in network angles dominate the mechanical response. In the discussion below, we proceed to demonstrate how the analysis might be applied to a variety of different systems.

### Table 2 Lattice parameters and observed $c/a$ ratios for Zn(ISN)$_2$ and InD(BDC)$_2$ at 285 K

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MOF</th>
<th>$a$ (Å)</th>
<th>$c$ (Å)</th>
<th>$\rho = c/a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zn(ISN)$_2$</td>
<td>15.4752(6)</td>
<td>6.2254(6)</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InD(BDC)$_2$</td>
<td>14.7860(17)</td>
<td>12.155(3)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. Discussion

We start by considering other frameworks with the quartz topology, as summarised in Table 3. Following the approach outlined above, a range of critical values of $\rho$ are determined for these different systems. This is perhaps counterintuitive as one might expect a unique critical $c/a$ ratio for a given topology. The origin of this variation lies in the way interpenetration affects the relationship between the linking vector $r$ and the lattice vectors. For example, the critical values of $\rho$ in InD(BDC)$_2$ and $\beta$-quartz are related by a factor of two because two-fold interpenetration in the former gives rise to a halving of the $c$ lattice parameter [Fig. 6]. For all the frameworks listed in Table 3, with the exception of Zn(ISN)$_2$, the observed value of $\rho$ lies above $\rho_{\text{crit}}$. Consequently we would predict that they should all show NTE along their $c$-axes, as is indeed found to be the case experimentally. So the differing chemistry of these frameworks would seem not to affect the anisotropy in lattice parameter evolution, but rather only the magnitude of mechanical response. We comment that the inclusion of a silica polymorph in Table 3 is purely for reference; we are not advocating that geometry plays a more significant role in this system than do other deformation modes.

The framework material Zn[Ag(CN)$_2$]$_2$-AgCN shown in Table 3 is a somewhat complex example, because it exhibits modest volume NTE ($\alpha_V < 0$) despite the fact that its uniaxial response is as one would expect for a system with positive volume thermal expansion. This apparent discrepancy arises because the framework thermal expansion is dominated by the NTE behaviour of the linkers (strong because of low-energy transverse vibrations) rather than by geometric flexing of the lattice (weak because of the presence of AgCN chains within the framework pores). The geometric contribution to the volume expansivity

$$\alpha_{V,\text{geom}} = \alpha_V - 3\alpha_r$$

$$= -13.57(29) \ \text{MK}^{-1} - 3 \times (-5.02(14) \ \text{MK}^{-1})$$

$$= +1.5(5) \ \text{MK}^{-1}$$

is positive and consequently the direction of uniaxial response, which is governed by geometry, is as expected for a system that exhibits volumetric PTE. We expect that such considerations will be of relevance to only relatively few systems, since the NTE effect associated with transverse vibrational motion is usually much weaker than the NTE/PTE effects associated with framework flexing.

So far our discussion has focused on the interplay between network geometry and thermal expansivity, but the analysis we present is equally applicable to understanding anisotropic compressibility. Materials with negative compressibilities—a rarer phenomenon than NTE—are attracting substantial interest in the development of sensors and actuators. While thermodynamics prohibit a negative volume compressibility (noting, however, the suggestion in ref. 53 that such behaviour might be observable in non-equilibrium foams), the phenomenon
symmetry considerations. While in the case of Zn(ISN)2 and for the factor of two difference in that Zn(ISN)2 is the most likely of these quartz-like frameworks considerations help identify the most likely NAC candidates. The balance between linear and area NTE, so too might geometric balance between linear and area NTE, so too might geometric

InD(BDC)2 1 0.5 0.53 0.82 64 35 This work
Zn[Au(CN)2]2 1 1.84 2.44 36.9 −57.6 51
Zn[Ag(CN)2]2 a 1 1.84 1.92 4.1 −21.7 51

a Zn[Ag(CN)2]2 contains AgCN within its pores.51

Table 3 Quartz-like frameworks with their unit cells compared to that of β-quartz, the critical and observed ρ values, and coefficients of thermal expansion for the a and c-axes. The calculated ρcrit values are all related to the β-quartz value of 1.06 by simple exact ratios that reflect the relationship between the corresponding unit cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>a/cSiO2</th>
<th>c/fSiO2</th>
<th>ρcrit</th>
<th>ρ</th>
<th>αa (MK−1)</th>
<th>αc (MK−1)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>β-quartz</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>−1.1</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn[ISN]2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>−10.9</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InD(BDC)2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>−35</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn[Au(CN)2]2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>−57.6</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn[Ag(CN)2]2</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>−21.7</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6 Relationship between the unit cells of a single net of the quartz-like InD(BDC)2 structure and the observed doubly-interpenetrated net. The unit cell halves along the c-axis as a result of interpenetration, which accounts for the factor of two difference in ρcrit values for β-quartz and InD(BDC)2.

of negative area compressibility (NAC) is certainly realisable, as has recently been demonstrated in the coordination polymer silver(i) tricyanomethanide.45 Just as geometry determines the balance between linear and area NTE, so too might geometric considerations help identify the most likely NAC candidates. Based on the results summarised in Table 3, we would suggest that Zn[ISN]2 is the most likely of these quartz-like frameworks to exhibit NAC. Negative area responses offer two key opportunities: first, coupling of pore widening with volume reduction in principle allows for negative volumes of guest sorption (i.e. volume contraction during solvent uptake); and, second, NAC materials increase their surface area under hydrostatic pressure, and so they can be used as substrates to provide order-of-magnitude amplification of piezoelectric response in e.g. ferroelectric sensors.6

Our approach is not limited to quartz-like frameworks. It might usefully be applied to any uniaxial system (trigonal, hexagonal or tetragonal), where the following two considerations are satisfied: (i) geometric changes are likely to dominate lattice parameter evolution, and (ii) all linking vectors r are related to each other and to the lattice vectors a, b, c by symmetry considerations. While in the case of Zn[ISN]2 and InD(BDC)2, αc is positive, it is possible that certain frameworks will show negative volume expansion. In such cases, the anisotropy prediction will be inverted because the inequality in eqn (7) will switch to fulfil αc < 0; the existence and value of a critical c/a ratio, however, is unaffected by the sign of the volume coefficient of thermal expansion. We note that while volume NTE has been observed in many framework materials which exhibit transverse vibrational modes of their linker as their main deformation mode,54–57 frameworks which display hinging mechanisms generally exhibit positive volume thermal expansion.3,37,39,41,46,47 So we anticipate that the condition αc > 0 will actually hold for the vast majority of frameworks for which geometric hinging is possible. These considerations may be affected also by the presence or otherwise of solvent within framework pores. In the ESI,† we show that the presence of the solvent within the pores of either Zn[ISN]2 or InD(BDC)2 does not affect the direction of anisotropy, influencing instead only the magnitude of response.41,58 It remains possible, if unlikely, that the inclusion of solvent within the pores of other framework materials induces a sufficiently large change in geometry that a reverse in anisotropic mechanical response arises. In this way, sorption/desorption might be used to trigger a switch from e.g. area to linear NTE or vice versa.

We proceed to illustrate the generality of our geometric analysis by considering several MOF families. Anisotropic compressibility within the family of ammonium transition-metal formates, [NH4][M(HCOO)3] is first examined. These frameworks have the acs topology, the parent of which is tungsten carbide. The zinc- and magnesium-containing members have recently been shown to exhibit NLC and NTE, respectively.47,59 In all cases, the linking vector r corresponds to a M–formate–M unit [Fig. 7] and is related to the lattice vectors by the relationship

\[
r = \frac{1}{3}a - \frac{1}{3}b + \frac{1}{2}c. \tag{9}\]

Consequently the linker length is given by

\[
r = \sqrt{\frac{a^2}{3} + \frac{c^2}{4}}. \tag{10}\]

We now consider the linear compressibilities of this system, denoted by \(K_c = -d\ln \ell /dp\). If geometric variations dominate its mechanical response, then we might make the approximation \(K_c \approx 0\), giving
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Although no variable-pressure or variable-temperature studies have been carried out for these systems, adsorption of small molecules such as water and pyridine into the framework causes volume increase via expansion within the \((a,b)\)-plane and contraction along the \(c\)-axis.\(^{62}\) This mechanical response to adsorption is consistent with our geometric analysis: the observed \(\rho\) in the MIL-88 family is above \(\rho_{\text{crit}} = 0.82\), and hence a negative response is expected for the \(c\)-axis. By exploiting the tuneable chemistry of the MIL-88 family, the value of \(\rho\) can be varied between 1.31 and 2.31 using different ligands\(^{59}\) and maintaining the same topology.\(^{62}\) While these all lie above \(\rho_{\text{crit}}\), the large variation in \(\rho\) suggests ligand substitution to be a more effective strategy for accessing different mechanical responses than is metal exchange.

One particularly clear example of how MOF chemistry might be used to access a variety of geometries for a given topology is provided by the series of known diamondoid MOFs. Table 4 and Fig. 8 illustrate the range of observed \(\rho\) values—above and below \(\rho_{\text{crit}}\)—which can be obtained by varying chemical composition. By identifying structures for which \(\rho < \rho_{\text{crit}}\), we access frameworks which are predicted to show negative area responses in the \((a,b)\)-plane. Consequently, In\(_2\)(cam)c\(_2\), Cu\((2,5\text{-Me}_2\text{pyz})_2\) and Ag\((4\text{-cnpy})_2\) are all likely NAC candidates. Whether or not these materials do in fact exhibit NAC will depend on the extent to which their deformation mechanism under pressure is dominated by changes in geometry rather than compression along the \(M\)-linker–\(M\) units. Indeed competition between geometric flexing and linkert deformation is responsible for a switch between negative and positive linear compressibility in the MOF silver(1) 2-methylimidazolate.\(^{37}\) With this in mind, one could chemically engineer the linking unit to be more “rigid” by using, for instance, aromatic-based ligands that favour linear \(M\)-ligand–\(M\) coordination.

### Table 4 Diamondoid frameworks with their observed and critical \(\rho\) values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>(\rho)</th>
<th>(\rho_{\text{crit}})</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\text{Ag}(4\text{-cnpy})_2\text{BF}_4)</td>
<td>0.39(^a)</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{Cu}(4,4'\text{-bipy})_2\text{PF}_6)</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{In}(\text{D}_3\text{-cam})_2\text{Pr}_N\text{N})</td>
<td>0.66(^a)</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{Cu}(2,5\text{-Me}_2\text{pyz})_2\text{PF}_6)</td>
<td>0.69(^a)</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{Zn}(\text{PT})_2)</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{Co}(5\text{-X-2-pymo})_2)</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{LiB(mim)})</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Denotes frameworks which should exhibit a negative area response in the \((a,b)\)-plane as they fulfill \(\rho < \rho_{\text{crit}}\). Abbreviations used: 4-cnpy = 4-cyanopyridine, 4,4'\text{-bipy} = 4,4'\text{-biprydyl, D}_3\text{-cam} = \text{enantiopure camphorate, Pr}_N = \text{tetra-n-propylammonium, 2,5-Me}_2\text{pyz} = 2,5\text{-dimethylpyrazine, PT} = 5\text{-propyltetrazole, 5-X-2-pymo} = 5\text{-halo-pyrimidin-2-ol (X = Br/I), mim} = 2\text{-methylimidazolate.}\)

\(\rho_{\text{crit}}\) values are calculated using smallest and largest differences in ‘as-synthesised’ lattice parameters for MIL-88A and MIL-88C respectively.
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ρsivity or compressibility of a crystal axis and the in anisotropic expansivities. By using geometric considerations, comparison with the other frameworks.

Fig. 8 Extended diamondoid frameworks from Table 4 shown ordered by observed c/a ratios with the vertical line signifying the critical c/a value, ρcrit. The observed value of ρ and unit cell dimensions of Ag(4-cnpy)2 and Cu(4,4′-bipy)2 have been scaled by a factor of $2\sqrt{2}$ to allow meaningful comparison with the other frameworks.

5. Conclusions

A straightforward geometric formalism can be used to predict the NTE axis for flexible frameworks of uniaxial crystal symmetry. In particular, we have found that the contrasting geometry in Zn(ISN)2 and InD(BDC)2 gives rise to the switch in anisotropic expansivities. By using geometric considerations, we can formulate a relationship between the sign of the expansivity or compressibility of a crystal axis and the c/a ratio. Whenever the mechanical response of a MOF is dominated by flexing of its framework structure, we expect that the approach outlined here might be used to predict which frameworks are most likely to show negative area responses to changes in temperature or pressure.
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